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Follow our daily newsfeed at www.digitalyacht.net

The Paris Boat Show takes place 4-13th
December 2015 and Digital Yacht is proud
to be supporting the event with our best
ever display of products and some great
offers too. Find out more inside.

Paris
DIGITAL YACHT AT THE PARIS BOAT SHOW See Us Hall 2.1 B18
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AIT3000 CLASS B AIS TRANSPONDER

PARIS BOAT SHOW 2015

SEE US
HALL 2.1 B18

It’s just over a year since we introduced the AIT3000 Nucleus AIS transponder.
Nucleus is an appropriate name give the technology that’s incorporated. The
AIT3000 features a patented ZeroLoss VHF antenna splitter allowing it to share the
main VHF antenna making installation a breeze. Itt’s also designed to become the
hub of inter-connectivity with NMEA 0183, NMEA 2000, USB and WiFi interfaces
allowing it to connect to just about any on board device from plotter to PC, iPad or
tablet. It even has an outlet for an FM stereo so you can enjoy some vibes while
sailing - or catch up on the latest weather forecast!
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Class B AIS transponder with built in VHF antenna splitter
NMEA, USB and WiFi interfaces for easy connectivity
Supplied with GPS antenna
FM radio outlet too
Update to next generation navigation with iPad and tablet connectivity

Build Better Charts with Sonar Server & Navionics Sonar Charts Live

The amazing Salon Nautic in Paris runs from 4-13th
December and Digital Yacht will have our best ever display of
products and a host of offers and surprises for the show. This
year is especially important given the recent events in Paris
and we’re delighted to whole heartedly support this stunning
show.

It also celebrates the first year anniversary of Digital Yacht
France, headed up by Nic Guerin. On 8th December, from 6-
8pm, we’ll enjoy the Soiree des Equipementiers. We’ve FREE
tickets for entry to the show all day and some special uniquely
English (or maybe Scottish!) aperitifs to set the scene. If you’d
like a ticket, give us a call on + 33 1 70 70 92 50

Above all we’ll have some amazing offers and deals on AIS,
wireless navigation, GPS, marine PCs and WiFi access
products throughout the show and we’ll be showing our new
Aqua Compact Pro PC - the perfect partner for Maxsea and
Furuno radar-chart systems. We look forward to welcoming
you there (4th-13th December 2015)

In French, find out more at www.digitalyacht.fr

So what do we bring to the
party at the World’s
gastronomic capital? It can’t
be wine so it has to be whisky
and a few select malts from
the Isle of Jura should liven up
the soiree nicely.

At a glance:
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iPhone, iPad, Tablet & PC
SOLUTIONSNAVIGATION

iPhone, iPad, Tablet & PC
SOLUTIONSNAVIGATION

EASY NAVIGATION SOLUTIONS TO USE
YOUR iPAD, TABLET, PC OR MAC AFLOAT

NAVLINK FOR NMEA 2000 SYSTEMS

A core part of Digital Yacht technology is what we call
“wireless navigation” - integrating consumer devices like
iPads, PCs and tablets into the boat’s navigation system.
These powerful and affordable devices can make a step
change in navigation functionality with a wide variety of apps
from charting to instrument displays, anchor alarms to
advanced performance sailing solutions.

Digital Yacht make simple to install NMEA to WiFi products
allowing you to get raw boat data to your iPad or tablet. Then
choose your app and you’ve just upgraded to next generation
navigation. Check out our WLN10 and NavLink products or
click on the download links below.

Turning your Windows laptop into a full function, sophisticated
chart plotter is easy with our SmarterTrack Express pack. It
comes with a USB powered DualNav GPS and GLONASS
sensor and easy to use SmarterTrack PC Navigation
software. What’s more, you can utilise the Navionic’s charts
that you may use with a chart plotter on SmarterTrack too.

As the system is completely portable, it’s ideal for use by
charter skippers who can effectively turn their laptop into a
large screen format plotter at a fraction of the cost of a
dedicated device. It’s also popular with commercial users,
superyacht captains and delivery crew as well as boaters
looking for a good value, big screen navigation solution.

Modern marine instruments and plotters use NMEA2000 to interconnect. Adding
next generation wireless navigation to these systems is easy with NavLink. Just plug
into the NMEA 2000 backbone and stream data right to your mobile device. It’s even
self powered from the NMEA 2000 backbone.

NavLink+ adds USB connectivity for PC and MAC based systems so your N2K
navigation system can integrate with both wireless consumer devices and PC
systems like our SmarterTrack navigation package. Next generation navigation has
never been so affordable.

SMARTERTRACK PC
NAVIGATION SOFTWARE NOW
AVAILABLE WITH THE DUALNAV GPS150

CHECK OUT OUR YOUTUBE
CHANNEL FOR VIDEO PRESENTATIONS

VISIT
FOR OUR LATEST WHITE PAPERS

WWW.DIGITALYACHT.NET
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SIGNAL K, iKOMMUNICATE and a KICKSTARTER CAMPAIGN -
LAST FEW DAYS REMAINING BUT 500% SUBSCRIBED. THANK YOU!

MERRY CHRISTMAS!
AND FACTORY OPENING TIMES

NEW FOR 2016! AQUA COMPACT PRO PC

NMEA interfacing standards have been with us for a while and
while reliable and well proven, they don’t allow easy
connectivity with the latest generation of devices and apps - or
the Internet of Things.

So a group of open source developers have been working
hard on the Signal K platform for the past few years and it
looks very exciting. Signal K aims to be the next generation
solution for marine data exchange. It is intended to be used
not only for communication between instruments and sensors
on board a single vessel, but also to allow for sharing of data
between multiple boats, aids to navigation, ports, marinas or
any marine asset. It is designed to be easily implemented by
web and mobile applications and to connect boats and ships
to the Internet of Things Afloat.

Like any new data standard, it takes a critical mass of early
adopters to make a step change and Digital Yacht’s
Kickstarter campaign has allowed us to validate the market for
Signal K connectivity utilising our new iKommunicate NMEA to
Signal K gateway.

The project is now 5x subscribed which shows boaters do
want better on board interfacing. You have until 15th
December to join up too and take advantage of a special price
and your chance to be part of the next generation of marine
interfacing. Thanks for backing.

"Kickstarter isn't just about the funding element of a new
product but also about the valuable direct relationship we can
establish with early adopters who can provide so much
information for applications. We see the co-existence of
NMEA and Signal K being the perfect technology match and
iKommunicate acts as an easy to install gateway" commented
Nick Heyes, CEO of Digital Yacht.

The whole team at Digital Yacht wishes everyone a very happy, safe and enjoyable
Christmas and best wishes for the New Year. We hope you like our e-card!

The Digital Yacht factory will close for Christmas on 24th December and re-open on
4th January 2016. During this period there will be no shipments.

New price lists for 2016 will be published in shortly Check on line at our newsfeed
for the latest updates

.
www.digitalyacht.net

Our new Aqua Compact Pro
brings affordable, powerful
computing to your boat so you
can take advantage of the latest
applications for charting, radar,
3D bathymetry and monitoring -
plus, of course, all the normal
useful PC applications like e-mail,
web browsing, office and
entertainment.
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Reach out to us at

Europe + 44 1179 55 44 74
United States 978 277 1234

www.digitalyachtamerica.com

Measuring just over 4” square, it packs in a powerful Intel i3 processor with stunning
HD5500 graphics, a super fast and reliable 120GB hard drive and 8GB RAM.
There’s also built in connectivity for BlueTooth and WiFi and dual monitor support.

Importantly, its been tested with Maxsea/Nobeltec Time Zero software which has a
demanding hardware requirement for radar and charting overlays. It takes
advantage of the latest Windows 10 operating system which is pre installed although
Windows 7/8.1 are available as a no-cost option.

Despite its powerful specification, it’s powered direct from10-18V DC and consumes
around 20W so its friendly on your batteries too!

The new Aqua Compact Pro will be available in January and will be priced at
£795/€1135/US$1295 excluding VAT if applicable. We will also be offering a pre-
install service of Furuno software for dealers making it a great, easy to install solution
for Furuno TZT systems.

Just 11 x 11.5cm


